
Female Ziri Qaba instructions: Instructions may be copied as long as proper credit is given to Melinda 
Haren and Heather Stiles. Heather developed the sewing variation that eliminates the need for sewing 
corners.  

  

  

This pattern was developed from several extent copies compared with miniatures. Please see 
http://www.roxanefarabi.com/extantsurvey.php “Developing Persian Patterns from Extent Garments” 
for full details.  

Use: Ziri qaba-ha (plural of ziri qaba) were worn as the middle garment. They had long sleeves and were 
about mid-calf length to ankle length. The garment is made the same as the ruyi qaba-ha only slightly 
smaller to fit under the ruyi qaba. Children were dressed the same as adults, so these instructions are 
appropriate for girls as well as women. The most common style neckline is open to the hem and closed 
with one button at the neck. However, occasionally I have seen pictures of woman wearing a ziri qaba 
with a small Chinese-style collar with buttons closing the entire front. This style is worn under a z-
necked ruyi qaba that is open to the waist. If the ruyi qaba was long, miniatures picture the ziri qaba 
ending around mid-calf. If the ruyi qaba was shorter, then the ziri qaba is also shorter than the ruyi qaba.
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Fabrics: silk, linen or cotton, either brocades (patterned) or solid colors.  

 

Hand-sewing: the extent garments I viewed at the Textile Museum in D.C. were most likely sewn with 
running stitch (I am not certain of this as there were no areas where the lining was separated from the 
garment). The one unlined garment viewed was a 10th century Tiraz coat sewn with a flat feld seam. 
The stitches were extremely fine. 

Closures: Frogs or buttons. The buttons on the extent ruyi qaba at the textile museum were made on a 
wooden core, wrapped with white silk floss for a foundation and then woven with gold in a basket 
weave pattern. Loops for buttons were made of finger loop braiding. However, extent metal and ivory 
buttons have been found in Persia as well. 

Lining: I believe these garments were lined. However, this is conjecture from observation of miniature 
paintings and may not be correct. 
 
1. Cut all pattern pieces out. Pattern layouts vary depending upon the size of your fabric. Period 
seamstresses/tailors did not match patterns. Garments were cut in the most economical layout possible. 
For a size 9 female, with piecing (also very common) it is possible to cut a coat out of 2.75 yd. of 45” wide 
fabric. However, I would recommend using 4 to 4.5 yards, until you are comfortable with this pattern. 
Please note that the following diagrams are NOT to scale. For relative pattern piece sizes, please refer to 
the diagram on page 1 of a ruyi qaba over-laid on a person. 

 

2. Sew upper side gore to lower side gore as shown. Repeat for all four gores. 
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3. Sew sleeve sides to upper side gore as shown. Repeat for all four gores. 

  

4. Sew the piece you created in step 3 to the sleeve center as pictured below.  

  

5. Sew the opposite gore to the piece you created in step 4. Repeat for the other side of the garment. You 
should have 2 pieces that look the same as the picture below: 
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6. Sew front pieces to back piece at the shoulders. 

 

7. Sew the piece you created in step 5 to the central rectangle. Ensure that the middle of the sleeve center 
matches up with the shoulder seam. 

 

8. Sew the second side to the other side of the body. 

  

9. Pin sides together. It is very important that the junction of the sleeve and body are matched, even if 
that means you must re-cut the end of the sleeve. Sew both sides together. Then repeat above steps with 
lining and line garment.  
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